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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

MIAMI DIVISION 
 

Case No. 15-CIV-22692-Ungaro/Otazo-Reyes 

 

PEOPLE FOR THE ETHICAL TREATMENT OF 
ANIMALS, INC., ANIMAL LEGAL DEFENSE 
FUND, HOWARD GARRETT, and ORCA 
NETWORK, 
 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

 

MIAMI SEAQUARIUM and FESTIVAL FUN 
PARKS, LLC, d/b/a PALACE 
ENTERTAINMENT, 
 

Defendants.  

 

 

DEFENDANT MIAMI SEAQUARIUM’S RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION 
TO PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO EXCLUDE OPINION TESTIMONY 

OF DR. GREY STAFFORD 
 

Defendant Festival Fun Parks, LLC d/b/a Miami Seaquarium (“Defendant” or “Miami 

Seaquarium”) respectfully submits this Response in Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion to Exclude 

Improper Opinion Testimony by Dr. Grey Stafford. (ECF Doc. 114, filed under seal, “Motion to 

Exclude”). 

A.  Introduction1 

Dr. Stafford is Miami Seaquarium’s Animal Welfare Act (“AWA”) compliance expert.   

Plaintiffs repeatedly alleged AWA violation in their Complaint in this case.  Cmplt, ¶¶ 45, 56, 66.  

Miami Seaquarium retained Dr. Stafford as a precaution in case Plaintiffs attempt to challenge at 

                                            
1   For a brief description of the case background, Miami Seaquarium refers the Court to its 
concurrently-filed opposition to Plaintiffs’ motion to exclude the testimony of Clinton Thad 
Lacinak.  That case background has not been duplicated here in the interest of keeping this 
Opposition shorter.   
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trial the multiple findings by the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Animal & Plant Health 

Inspection Service (“USDA” or “APHIS”) that Miami Seaquarium’s care for the orca Lolita a/k/a 

Toki (“Toki”) complies with the AWA humane care rules. 9 C.F.R. §§ 3.101–3.110  Plaintiffs 

challenge Dr. Stafford’s opening expert disclosure served on February 8, 2016, which focused 

solely on AWA compliance issues relevant to Endangered Species Act (“ESA”) compliance.2    

Plaintiffs have fundamentally misconstrued the role of expert opinion on an issue of fact 

raised by Plaintiffs.  This case is not an appeal of the APHIS findings that the Miami Seaquarium 

complies with the regulations under the AWA in regard to its care for Toki specifically in regard 

to pool size, shade and companionship, and APHIS is not a party.  Plaintiffs claim Toki’s pool 

design and dolphin companions are “illegal;” this, however, is not the “ultimate issue” in this 

case.  To this point, the Court has not taken judicial notice, nor have Plaintiffs stipulated, that 

there are specific standards for aquarium pool size, shade and companionship that Miami 

Seaquarium meets.  Plaintiffs apparently dispute some of the APHIS findings, whether those 

findings be mathematical (pool size) or involve a combined fact and law evaluation (shade).  

Experts are allowed to apply facts to the law, if it is helpful to the finder of fact and not simply 

testifying to the ultimate issue.   As one court has stated: 

The line drawn by Rule 704 is a narrow one as explained by the Tenth Circuit in Specht: 

We do not exclude all testimony regarding legal issues. We recognize that a 
witness may refer to the law in expressing an opinion without that reference 
rendering the testimony inadmissible. Indeed, a witness may properly be called 
upon to aid the jury in understanding the facts in evidence even though reference 
to those facts is couched in legal terms. 

Specht v. Jensen, 853 F.2d 805, 809 (10th Cir. 1998); Cordoves v. Miami-Dade County, 104 

F.Supp.3d 1350, 1365 (S.D. Fla. 2015) (“An expert may offer his opinion as to facts that, if found, 

would support a conclusion that the legal standard at issue has been satisfied.”) 

 Dr. Stafford is a recognized expert on zoological facility design, accreditation and 

regulatory compliance.  As discussed below, his expert opinion as to AWA compliance is helpful 

to this court in evaluating the ultimate issue of whether an illegal “take” has occurred.  As long as 

                                            
2  Plaintiffs have not challenged Dr. Stafford’s rebuttal expert disclosure served on February 19, 
2016 responding to a narrow issue raised by Plaintiffs’ experts that was discussed at Dr. 
Stafford’s deposition. See Motion to Exclude at 1 (challenging only the February 8, 2016 AWA 
compliance opening expert disclosure).   
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Plaintiffs maintain in this lawsuit the strained position that the design of Toki’s whale pool and 

housing with dolphin companions violates the AWA pool-size, companionship, and sun 

protection rules, Dr. Stafford’s testimony is relevant and helpful, and should be allowed by this 

Court. 

B.  Standards Governing Admission of Expert Testimony  

Applying Rule 702 of the Federal Rules of Evidence
3 and Daubert v Merrell Dow 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 589 (1993), the Court “conducts a three-party inquiry to 

determine the admissibility of expert testimony, weighing whether: 

(1) [T]he expert qualified to testify competently regarding the matters he intends to 

address; 

(2) the methodology by which the expert reaches his conclusions is sufficiently 

reliable as determined by the sort of inquiry mandated in Daubert; and 

(3) the testimony assists the trier of fact, through the application of scientific, 

technical, or specialized expertise, to understand the evidence or to determine a 

fact in issue.” 

See Tampa Bay Water v. HDR Engineering, Inc., 731 F.3d 1171, 1183 (11th Cir. 2013) (quoting  

City of Tuscaloosa v. Harcros Chems., Inc., 158 F.3d 548, 562 (11th Cir. 1998)). 

First, an expert is qualified to testify about matters in which he has knowledge, skill, 

experience, training, or education. See Fed. R. Evid. 702.  An expert is not necessarily unqualified 

because his experience does not precisely match the matter at hand.  Maiz v. Virani, 253 F.3d 641, 

665 (11th Cir. 2001).  Experience alone may provide a sufficient foundation for expert testimony. 

See U.S. v. Frazier, 387 F.3d 1244, 1261 (11th Cir. 2004).  Indeed, “[t]his inquiry is not stringent, 

and so long as the expert is minimally qualified, objections to the level of the expert’s expertise 

go to credibility and weight, not admissibility.” Pleasant Valley Biofuels, LLC v. Sanchez-Medina, 

No. 13-23046-CIV, 2014 WL 2855062, at *2 (S.D. Fla. June 23, 2014) (internal citation omitted).   
                                            
3
  Rule 702 provides that: “A witness who is qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, 

experience, training, or education may testify in the form of an opinion or otherwise if: 
(a) the expert’s scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will help the trier of fact to 
understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue;(b) the testimony is based on sufficient 
facts or data; (c) the testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods; and (d) the expert 
has reliably applied the principles and methods to the facts of the case.” 
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Second, courts have developed nonexclusive factors to aid in determining the reliability of 

an expert’s methodology: “(1) whether the expert’s methodology can be tested; (2) whether the 

expert’s scientific technique has been subjected to peer review and publication; (3) whether the 

method has a known rate of error; (4) whether the technique is generally accepted by the scientific 

community.” Rink v. Cheminova, Inc., 400 F.3d 1286, 1291 (11th Cir. 2005) (citing Daubert,509 

U.S. at 589 ).  “Notably, these factors do not exhaust the universe of considerations that may bear 

on the reliability of a given expert opinion, and a federal court should consider any additional 

factors that may advance its Rule 702 analysis.”  Quiet Tech., 326 F.3d at 1341.  “Although 

Daubert applies to all expert testimony, not just ‘scientific’ testimony, . . . there is no question 

that an expert may still properly base his testimony on ‘professional study or personal 

experience.’” Maiz, 253 F.3d at 669 (internal citation omitted).  “A trial judge has considerable 

leeway in deciding how to determine when a particular expert’s testimony is reliable. . . .” 

Coconut Key Homeowners Ass’n v. Lexington Ins. Co., 649 F.Supp.2d 1363, 1371 (S.D. Fla. 

2009) (internal quotation omitted.). 

Third, “expert testimony is admissible if it concerns matters that are beyond the 

understanding of the average lay person,” Frazier, 387 F.3d at 1262, and if it will help the trier of 

fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue.  Fed. R. Evid. 702.  An expert is 

not permitted to explain to the jury what the applicable legal standards are.  See Montgomery v. 

Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 898 F.2d 1537, 1541 (11th Cir. 1990).  However, “an expert may offer his 

opinion as to facts that, if found, would support a conclusion that the legal standard at issue has 

been satisfied.” Cordoves, 104 F.Supp.3d at 1365 (internal citation omitted). Moreover, experts 

are entitled to consider and set forth reasonable assumptions in order to put their opinions in 

context, even when they entail legal principles and requirements.  Maiz, 253 F.3d at 667. 

It is the function of the court to act as a gatekeeper to evaluate the admissibility of expert 

testimony, not its weight or persuasiveness.  Fed. R. Evid. 702; U.S. v. Masferrer, 367 F. Supp. 2d 

1365, 1371 (S.D. Fla. 2005); McCorvey v. Baxter Healthcare Corp., 298 F.3d 1253, 1257 (11th 

Cir. 2001); Cowley v. Sunset Yacht Charters, No. 10-61928-CIV, 2011 WL 2938463, at *3 (S.D. 

Fla. July 20, 2011) (“[D]istrict courts must act as gatekeepers which admit expert testimony only 

if it is both reliable and relevant.”) (Internal citations and quotations omitted).  The admissibility 

of expert testimony is within the discretionary authority of the trial judge, whose decision will be 
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overturned only if this discretion is abused. Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael, 526 U.S. 137, 150 

(1999); Allapath Services, Inc. v. Exxon Corp., 333 F.3d 1248, 1264 (11th Cir. 2003).    

 Plaintiffs challenge Dr. Stafford’s testimony on the basis of alleged lack of relevance and 

alleged impermissible conclusions.  This boils down to a challenge to whether the testimony “will 

assist[] the trier of fact,” the third Daubert criterion.   As indicated above, testimony regarding 

compliance with the technical AWA humane care rules is very helpful in an ESA “take” case 

involving an animal in zoological care, because experience and zoological knowledge are helpful 

in applying these standards to a particular fact situation, which is much like applying a building 

code to a particular building.   

 Plaintiffs challenge the reliability of Dr. Stafford’s methods, suggesting he should have 

considered all sorts of documents and information that Plaintiffs think are important.  He 

reviewed the information he needed to in order to come to an opinion regarding the application of 

the pool-size rules, companionship rules, and shade rules.  Plaintiffs fail to recognize that there 

are many aspects of this case and other witnesses, both fact and expert, will cover other issues.    

 Finally, Plaintiffs challenge Dr. Stafford’s qualifications, despite his 20 years as a zoology 

professional working with marine mammals including sea lions, dolphins, and orcas.  Plaintiffs 

insist on academic credentials such as formal coursework in applying the AWA without 

identifying any courses that are regularly offered or available.  Plaintiffs simply devalue practical 

experience working in a zoological institution that exhibits marine mammals and takes care of 

them every day, always under a duty to comply with AWA rules.  Plaintiffs also ignore Dr. 

Stafford’s professional status including his role as an inspector for the leading accreditation 

agency (the Association of Marine Mammal Parks & Aquariums) (“AMMPA”).  They overlook 

his doctoral degree in biology which assists him in making biological and zoological judgments.    

C. Miami Seaquarium May Defend Itself Against Plaintiffs’ Charges of AWA Non-
Compliance and May Also Assert AWA Compliance as Evidence of ESA 
Compliance. 

In seeking to exclude Dr. Stafford’s opinion agreeing that Miami Seaquarium’s care for 

Toki complies with the AWA rules, Plaintiffs’ opening line of argument is alleged lack of 

relevance.  Plaintiffs make the puzzling contention that that Dr. Stafford’s testimony should be 

excluded on the grounds that the “the Animal Welfare Act … is not even at issue in this case.”    

Plaintiffs’ Motion to Exclude, p. 1.   This argument is disingenuous at best.  Plaintiffs themselves 
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put the AWA “at issue” in this case, by claiming that Miami Seaquarium violates AWA standards 

which, in turn, is evidence of ESA-prohibited “take.”   

Specifically, Plaintiffs allege in their Complaint filed in this case that “[t]he tank in which 

Lolita is held does not meet the ‘minimum’ size required for orcas under the Animal Welfare Act 

(“AWA”) standards.  9 C.F.R. § 3.104.”  Cmplt., ¶ 45.  They allege that “Seaquarium’s failure to 

provide adequate protection from the sun also violates the minimum care standards required for 

shelter under the AWA.  9 C.F.R. § 3.103(b).”  Id., ¶ 56.   They further allege that Toki’s housing 

with dolphins and the absence of another orca “violate the minimum standards for social housing 

required by the AWA.  9 C.F.R. § 3.109(b).”  Id., ¶ 66.  In addition, when opposing Miami 

Seaquarium’s motion to dismiss, Plaintiffs explained they will contest in this case USDA’s 

findings that Miami Seaquarium complies with these AWA standards.  Opposition to Motion to 

Dismiss at 6 (ECF Doc. 30) (“Plaintiffs dispute the USDA”s findings [and] have voluminous 

evidence such findings are without basis”). Then again, on February 13, 2016, Plaintiffs filed a 

Notice of Supplemental Authority presenting the recent ALDF v. Kuehl opinion (ECF Doc. 103-

1), in which an Iowa federal court relied almost exclusively on evidence of multiple AWA 

violations by a small zoo to conclude that the zoo was committing “take’ in violation of the ESA.  

Case No. C14-2034 (N.D. Iowa, Feb. 11, 2016). 

In short, because of Plaintiffs having put the AWA “at issue” in this case, Miami 

Seaquarium is legally permitted to respond to these allegations with both fact and expert evidence 

of AWA compliance to defend itself against Plaintiffs’ allegations.  Moreover, to the extent that 

the Court elects to permit Plaintiffs to collaterally attack APHIS’s findings that Miami 

Seaquarium’s care for Toki complies with the AWA without APHIS being a party to the case, 

then Defendant must have a fair opportunity to address those attacks with both fact and expert 

testimony. 

Moreover, even if Plaintiffs were to concede that they are now retreating from their 

charges of AWA non-compliance by virtue of the statements made in their Motion asserting that 

“the Animal Welfare Act … is not even at issue in this case,” Defendant would nevertheless be 

entitled to proactively introduce evidence of AWA compliance in its own defense.  As noted 

above, the Iowa federal district court in Kuehl relied almost entirely on the defendant zoo’s 

noncompliance with the AWA in finding ESA noncompliance.  This strongly implies the 

converse is equally true - evidence that a defendant provides humane care in compliance with the 
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AWA reduces the probability that the defendant will be found to have violated the ESA by 

committing “take” of the species in its care.4  Likewise, in extending the SRKW endangered 

listing to Toki, the National Marine Fisheries Service (“NMFS”) recognized the AWA’s central 

role in governing care for endangered species in captivity.  In the press conference announcing the 

listing, NMFS officials explained that the AWA rather than the ESA governs “pool-size’ and 

“other basic care elements” for “captive holdings.”  See NMFS February 4, 2015 press conference 

recording, 26:03-26:50 and 29:05-29:38.
5
 Thus, evidence of AWA compliance has a “tendency to 

make a fact” that is “of consequence in determining the action” become “more or less probable 

than it would be without the evidence,” and so is relevant and thus admissible in an ESA “take” 

case.  Fed. R. Evid. 401.   

Further, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), which implements the ESA as to the 

vast majority of species exhibited in zoos and aquariums, has adopted a definition of the term 

“harass” as used in the ESA’s definition of “take” (16 U.S.C. § 1532) that expressly incorporates 

the AWA humane care standards.  50 CFR 17.3.  That FWS definition provides that generally 

accepted husbandry that complies with AWA standards is not “harassment,” and so creates a safe 

harbor from “take” liability that a zoo or aquarium defendant is free to raise in its presentation at 

trial.  Id.  In adopting this safe harbor, FWS concluded that the “take” prohibition is violated when 

listed species in captivity “are not being treated in a humane manner.”   Final Rule, 63 Fed. Reg. 

48,634, 48,636 (Sept. 11, 1998).  FWS therefore defined the ESA’s “take” prohibition to 

encompass the same “humane” care requirement that is the touchstone of the AWA.  7 U.S.C. § 

2131(1) (ensuring “humane” care is AWA purpose), 2143(a)(1) (directing USDA to adopt 

“humane” care standards).   Because FWS and NMFS interpret the same ESA text and the vast 

majority of ESA-protected species in zoological care are FWS-regulated (e.g. elephants, tigers, 

lions, polar bears, manatee), FWS’s interpretation is persuasive authority in this case.   

In sum, a proper understanding of the AWA humane care standards and Miami 

Seaquarium’s compliance with those standards is central to a proper resolution of this case. Dr. 
                                            
4
  Evidence of compliance with AWA humane care standards would also reduce the chance of 

other injunction elements (including irreparable harm and the public interest) being decided 
adversely to the ESA defendant.  
5   This recording along with a cover email from NMFS forwarding it are supplied as Ex. 10 to 
Lister Declaration filed with Defendant’s Motion for Summary Judgment)(within ECF Doc. 130 – 
filed under seal).    
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Stafford’s expert testimony on this topic is very much relevant and is a proper subject for the 

presentation of evidence. See Cowley, No. 10-61928-CIV, 2011 WL 2938463, at *3 (“[D]istrict 

courts must act as gatekeepers which admit expert testimony only if it is both reliable and 

relevant.”) (Internal citations and quotations omitted).  

D. Expert Testimony Applying the AWA Standards to Specific Fact Situations May 
Be Helpful to the Trier of Fact and so is a Proper Subject of Expert Testimony.  

Should the Court accept the APHIS findings that Miami Seaquarium’s care for Toki 

complies with the AWA, Dr. Stafford’s testimony regarding AWA compliance may no longer be 

needed.  However, so long as Plaintiffs continue to challenge APHIS’s findings, his expert 

testimony satisfies the “helpfulness” requirement of Fed. R. Evid. 702 and the other criteria 

necessary for admission of expert testimony under that rule.    

Plaintiffs are also wrong in suggesting that Dr. Stafford’s opinion that Toki’s pool, 

companionship, and shading arrangements comply with the AWA rules are “Improper Legal 

Conclusions.”  Motion to Exclude at 3.  The AWA humane care rules are highly technical and  

cover issues such as dimensions of aquarium exhibits and related animal care requirements not 

commonly encountered by judges.  See 9 C.F.R. §§ 3.101 to 3.110.  If AWA compliance is the 

“ultimate issue” in this case, which Plaintiffs will never concede, then Plaintiffs’ case must be 

dismissed.  If the standard of care for orcas in zoological care is at issue, however, then Dr. 

Stafford’s testimony is relevant and helpful to the finder of fact. See Cowley, No. 10-61928-CIV, 

2011 WL 2938463, at *3.  Moreover, at the very least, Dr. Stafford’s testimony regarding the 

AWA rules would be admissible because it would support a legal conclusion that the Court would 

need to make, and would be necessary to provide a for contextual background for his opinions. 

See Cordoves, 104 F.Supp.3d at 1365; see also Maiz, 253 F.3d at 667. 

The AWA rules are the zoo and aquarium version of the building codes that expert 

witnesses commonly testify about in construction cases. See, e.g., Jin Zhi Star LT, LLC v. 

American Zurich Ins. Co., 2012 WL 3984740, *2, Case No. 08-61191-CIV (S.D. Fla. Sept. 11, 

2012) (allowing expert witness to testify regarding whether “the building code required safety 

glazing in skylights”); Weinstein v. Mitchell, 2015 WL 5155483, *7, Case No. 2:13-00261-RWS 

(N.D.GA Sept. 2, 2015) (accepting parties’ argument that expert properly “used his expertise in 

code enforcement to identify the applicable building and septic codes, to construe the language of 

those codes, and to evaluate whether the Properties, as measured by Mr. Quinn, complied with 

those codes.”); Schnur v. Kohl’s Dept. Stores, 2010 WL 4930687, *2-3, Case No. 06 C 3040 
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(N.D.Ill. Nov. 29, 2010) (admitting expert testimony regarding building codes in slip-and-fall 

negligence case: “Jedrezejeski is, however, qualified as an expert as to compliance with building 

codes. …  [He] identified relevant building codes, reached conclusions as to compliance based on 

his review of various materials, and gave the reasons, though briefly, for his 

conclusions.”).  Accordingly, just as experts in construction cases have been permitted to offer 

opinions relating to compliance with building codes, so too should Dr. Stafford, an expert in 

AWA care standards, be permitted on Defendant’s compliance with AWA standards in this case. 

Some background on how the AWA rules are implemented on a day-to-day basis by 

inspections of zoos and aquariums illustrates why expert testimony from zoological professionals 

with AWA compliance experience is helpful to the trier-of-fact.  The APHIS inspectors (a 

veterinarian) walk through the exhibits accompanied by the facility’s designated zoological 

professional.   Lawyers rarely get involved.  At the end of the inspection, the inspector provides 

ether a report finding “no non-compliant items” or a punch-list of non-compliant items to be 

fixed.   The zoo or aquarium professional must then either persuade the inspector or his supervisor 

that the inspector’s non-compliance findings are incorrect, or timely cure the deficiencies.  

Additionally, when a new exhibit is being designed, the zoo or aquarium professional must 

carefully consult the AWA rules to ensure compliance in facility construction, planning, and 

setup, and be ready for the critical first inspection.  Non-lawyer professionals who work these 

issues gain the best experience.  

With this background in mind, it is important to note that applying the AWA rules require 

interpretation and application of zoological terms and detailed mathematical calculations, both of 

which are assisted by expert testimony. See Maiz, 253 F.3d at 667.  For example, applying the 

pool size rules requires: (1) determining the number and type of species in the pool, (2) 

determining the dimensions of the pool - a task best accomplished by reviewing reliable diagrams  

marked with physical dimensions, (3) identifying the right sub-section  of the rule and the 

applicable line in a table of dimensions, (4) using the parameters stated in the table to calculate 

the minimum required surface area, volume, diameter, and depth for that species number/type 

count, and (5) calculating the surface area, volume, diameter, and depth of the pool exhibit using 

an AWA mandated methodology that disregards water outside the largest imaginary 

circle/cylinder that can be inscribed within the pool.   9 C.F.R.§  3.104(b). The sloping bottom and 

varying depth of Toki’s pool as well as the presence of the island in the pool complicates the 
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math.  See Stafford Report, pp. 8-10; see also, Amended Answer Exhibit C for APHIS’s 

calculations (ECF Doc. 22-3).  The purpose of the rule must also be understood to address 

whether the presence of the island in Toki’s pool disrupts the calculation of the pool diameter 

(“minimum horizontal dimension”).  Consistent with APHIS’s conclusions, Dr. Stafford found the 

island does not interrupt the minimum horizontal dimension calculation, because Toki can swim 

around the island.  Stafford Report, p. 5; see Amended Answer, Ex. D (APHIS 3/28/12 letter to 

Plaintiffs’ counsel rejecting claims that island interrupts MHD).  This is an issue on which 

zoological experience and expertise is highly helpful.  Compare Jin Zhi Star LT, LLC (does code 

require safety glazing in skylights); Weinstein (interpreting building code in deciding which 

rooms qualify as bedrooms), supra.  

The opinion of a wildlife professional such as Dr. Stafford is also helpful in applying the 

second AWA rule at issue, the requirement that companionship be provided with “compatible” 

animals that are of the “same or a biologically related-species.”  9 CFR 3.109.   Wildlife expertise 

assists in evaluating what is a “biologically-related species” and what is a “compatible” species.  

Here, both APHIS and Dr. Stafford found orcas and Pacific white-sided dolphins (PWSDs) are 

“biologically-related” and “compatible.”  Amended Answer Exs C and D (ECF Docs. 22-3 and 

22-4); Stafford Report, pp. 5-6.  These are fundamentally biological and zoological conclusions, 

not impermissible legal conclusions as alleged by Plaintiffs. See Maiz, 253 F.3d at 667.  

The final AWA rule raised by Plaintiffs mandates that exhibitors provide “protection” 

from the sun, but gives no direction as to how this is to be done:  “Natural or artificial shelter 

which is appropriate for the species concerned, when the local climatic conditions are taken into 

consideration, shall be provided for all marine mammals kept outdoors to afford them protection 

from the weather or from direct sunlight.”  9 CFR § 3.103(b).   While Plaintiffs have attempted to 

suggest otherwise, there is no requirement in the AWA rules that the surface of the pool be shaded 

at all times – just that the animals be able to protect themselves from direct sun.  Id.  As with the 

companionship rule, the input of a witness with zoological expertise on such matters is helpful in 

applying the shade rule to the allegations set forth by Plaintiffs in this case. Cordoves, 104 

F.Supp.3d at 1365.  Applying this performance-based standard requires understanding how a 

member of a particular species (in this case, Toki) can protect itself from the sun.  Here, both Dr. 

Stafford and APHIS veterinarians cited Toki’s ability to submerge herself to avoid the sun, which 

is how wild orcas keep themselves from being sunburned – there are no shade structures over the 
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ocean.  See Amended Answer Ex. E, p. 2 (pool is deep enough for protection through 

submerging); Stafford Report, p. 6 (same); see also Amended Answer Ex. D (stadium seating 

casts additional shadows).  

In sum, evaluating AWA compliance is aided by the testimony of qualified experts who 

can certainly assist the Court without drawing “Impermissible Legal Conclusions.” See Cordoves, 

104 F.Supp.3d at 1365; see also Maiz, 253 F.3d at 667.     

E. Dr. Stafford is Qualified to Provide Expert Testimony Regarding 
AWA Compliance.   

Plaintiffs challenge Dr. Stafford’s qualifications because he worked with orcas at 

SeaWorld for only four years 20 years ago and “none of the other facilities where he has worked 

with exotic animals house orcas.”  Motion to Exclude at 11.  Furthermore, Plaintiffs point to the 

fact that Dr. Stafford has taken no courses on AWA compliance to attack his credibility as an 

expert. Motion to Exclude at 11.  Plaintiffs’ contention fails, as Dr. Stafford is qualified to provide 

testimony regarding AWA compliance because he has gained the requisite experience and 

educational background to do so.  

An expert is qualified to testify about matters in which he has knowledge, skill, 

experience, training, or education. See Fed. R. Evid. 702.  An expert is not necessarily unqualified 

because his experience does not precisely match the matter at hand. Maiz, 253 F.3d at 665.  

Experience alone may provide a sufficient foundation for expert testimony. See Frazier, 387 F.3d 

at1261.  Satisfying this Daubert inquiry “…is not stringent, and so long as the expert is minimally 

qualified, objections to the level of the expert’s expertise go to credibility and weight, not 

admissibility.” Pleasant Valley Biofuels, No. 13-23046-CIV, 2014 WL 2855062, at *2 (internal 

citation omitted).   

Various factors qualify Dr. Stafford to testify regarding AWA compliance.  First, Dr. 

Stafford inspects pools for AMMPA, a private accrediting body for aquariums that exhibit marine 

mammals including orcas, dolphins, sea lions, seals, walruses, manatees, and polar bears.   See 

Stafford Resume at 1 (within Ex. A to Motion to Exclude).   In that role, he checks pools for 

compliance with the AWA rules on behalf of a private accreditor which takes AWA compliance 

into account in issuing accreditation. 

Second, Dr. Stafford is a member of the Editorial Board of Aquatic Animals, a peer-

reviewed journal published by the European Association for Aquatic Mammals.  Stafford Resume 

at 2.  He is the incoming president of the International Marine Animal Trainers Association 
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(“IMATA”).  Stafford Resume at 1.  This is an association of trainers who work closely with 

marine mammals in zoos and aquariums and so gain experience regarding these species’ needs 

and requirements.   

Third, while working for his most recent employer, Wildlife World Zoo, Aquarium, and 

Safari Park (“WWZ”), an organization from which he resigned on February 29, 2016, Dr. Stafford  

coordinated the design, animal acquisition, regulatory compliance (including USDA/AWA), 

development and launch of a marine mammal (sea lion) exhibit. See Stafford Resume at 1.   Thus, 

he designed a facility to meet AWA pool-size, companionship, and shading requirements using 

the same rules applicable to orcas.   See 9 CFR § 3.104 (pool size – there are tables that vary the 

parameters by the particular marine mammal species), § 3.109(a) (companionship), § 3.103(b) 

(protection from sun).   After the facility opened and cleared its APHIS inspection, Dr. Stafford  

worked with the AHPIS inspectors to maintain compliance through the ordinary routine APHIS 

inspection process.  He also led the successful effort to obtain AMMPA accreditation for the sea 

lion exhibit.   

Fourth, Dr. Stafford has valuable experience working with cetaceans at various facilities.  

While working for Dolphin Quest in Hawaii, he was “Director of Animal Management” and 

ensured “facility compliance with federal regulations” for an exhibit of dolphins regulated under 

the AWA.  See Stafford Resume, p. 1.   There, he achieved AMMPA accreditation while also 

working with APHIS inspectors.  See Stafford Resume at 1 (within Ex. A to Motion to Exclude).    

Early in his career, Dr. Stafford worked for several years as a trainer of SeaWorld of 

Ohio’s orcas.  Resume, p. 2; Depo. 22:25-26:7.  As a trainer, he had a role in contributing to 

maintaining AWA compliance, including by measuring pools and maintaining proper sanitation.  

Depo. 22:25-26:7.  In addition to being an orca trainer, he became an in-house wildlife research 

coordinator for that SeaWorld facility.   Depo. 24:20-25:4.  While at SeaWorld, he began graduate 

work that eventually led to him obtaining in 1999 a doctorate in biology (reproductive 

physiology) from Kent State University.  Resume, p. 3; Depo. 21:11-22:2.   His undergraduate 

major was physics.  Resume, p. 3.     
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Dr. Stafford has continued his interest in orcas.   Just a few weeks ago, he and several co-

authors published a comparison of the lifespans of orcas in zoological care and in the wild in 

Marine Mammal Science, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit 1 to this Opposition.6  

Further, his experience working with AWA compliance for exhibits of other marine 

mammal species (dolphins and sea lions) in a zoological setting compliments his orca experience.  

The three AWA rules at issue (pool-size, companionship, and protection from the sun) apply to all 

species of marine mammals exhibited in aquariums, including orcas, dolphins and sea lions.   The 

companionship and sun protection rules do not vary based on the type of marine mammal 

involved.   9 C.F.R. §§ 3.103(b), 3.109.   The pool-size rules include a table that varies the 

required dimensions by species, but the methodology for applying the rules is similar regardless 

of species.  Both orcas and dolphins are cetaceans addressed by 9 C.F.R. § 3.104(b).   One applies 

Tables II, III, and IV within 9 CFR 3.104 for Class 2 cetaceans including dolphins, while one 

applies Table I, III and IV for Class 1 cetaceans, which include orcas.  Id.  For sea lions, one 

applies adjoining rule 9 CFR 3.104(d) and also Table III.      

Though Plaintiffs attack the fact that Dr. Stafford has not taken courses in AWA 

compliance, he testified that he believed no such courses exist for zoology professionals.   Depo. 

22:18-20.   The Advisory Committee Notes to the 2000 revisions of Fed. R. Evid. 702 confirm 

that expertise can be gained by experience rather than educational credentials (although Dr. 

Stafford also has a doctorate in a wildlife biology field):   “Nothing in this amendment is intended 

to suggest that experience alone – or experience in conjunction with other knowledge, skill, 

education, or training – may not provide a sufficient foundation for expert testimony.  To the 

contrary, the text of Rule 702 expressly contemplates that an expert may be qualified on the basis 

of experience.”   

Moreover, the fact that an expert has not taken a course in a topic on which he will testify 

does not disqualify him as an expert, as courts have allowed experts to testify about regulations 

and compliance with them even where the expert has not been licensed or received any 

certification to do so, and where the expert has only reviewed the relevant regulations and worked 

for a period of time in the industry. See Cordoves, 104 F.Supp.3d at 1360 (finding expert qualified 

                                            
6  T. Robect, K. Jaakkola, G. Stafford, K. Willlis, Killer whale (Orcinus orca) survivorship in 
captivity:   A critique of Jett and Ventre, Marine Mammal Science (2016) (page and volume 
pending, copy supplied as Exhibit 1).    
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to testify about the adequacy of the training with respect to service animal compliance though he 

had no ADA certifications, as none exist); United States v. Paul, 175 f.3d 906, 911 (11th Cir. 

1999) (finding expert qualified even though no licensing board existed for questioned documents 

examiners and the profession is not subject to standards that quantify or measure the work of 

individual examiners); see also Burkhart v. Wash. Metro. Area Transit Auth., 112 F.3d 1207, 

1211-12 (D.C. Cir. 1997) (finding expert qualified to testify on “issues of police procedures, 

practices, and training, as they concern the [ADA],” where expert had a career’s worth of 

experience as an instructor in police training and procedures and where he reviewed the 

applicable regulations (internal citations omitted)); Access 4 All, Inc. v. Bamco VI, Inc., No. 11-

61007-CIV, 2012 WL 1470407, at *2 (S.D. Fla. Jan. 6, 2012) (finding “state certified general 

contractor with 15 years’ experience in construction and at least 6 years’ experience in ADA 

compliance” qualified as an expert).     

 Here, Dr. Stafford not only has extensive knowledge of the AWA rules, but he has 

experience in compliance with the AWA rules through his many years of work that included 

inspections for compliance with the AWA rules and design of parks to meet compliance with the 

AWA rules.  Accordingly, Dr. Stafford is qualified to provide expert testimony on same.  And, to 

the extent that Plaintiffs question his amount of experience, the dates of that experience, or his 

formal education on the subject, such inquiries go to the weight of his testimony, not 

admissibility. Masferrer, 367 F. Supp. 2d at 1371.     

F. Dr. Stafford Used a Reliable Methodology in Coming to His Conclusions.  

The methodology Dr. Stafford utilized to come to his opinion that the care for Toki and 

her pool are AWA compliant is reliable. 

With regard to pool-size, Dr. Stafford’s five-step methodology was sound.  First, he  

considered detailed diagrams showing pool measurements.  Stafford Report at 4 and 7 (Ex. A to 

Motion to Exclude).  Second, he considered the AWA rules.  Id. at 4-5 and 8-10. Third, he 

considered the number of PWSDs in Toki’s pool now versus the number who were in the pool at 

the time of APHIS’s latest calculations in 2011.  Id. at 3-4.  Fourth, he considered the APHIS 

findings of compliance, which include detailed reports.   Id. at 2-3.  Importantly, he did not 

assume the APHIS findings and calculations to be true, but rather tested them.   Indeed, he found 

the pool surface area within the circle of water prescribed by APHIS methodology to be less than 

calculated by APHIS, but still well above the AWA minimum surface area.   Compare Stafford 
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Report at 9 with APHIS Calculations, Ex. C to Amended Answer at 5 (ECF Doc. 22-3).  He found 

the pool volume within the cylinder of water prescribed by APHIS methodology to possibly be 

less than calculated by APHIS, but still well over AWA minimums.  Compare Stafford Report at 

10 with APHIS Calculations, Ex. C to Amended Answer at 5 (ECF Doc. 22-3).  While Plaintiffs 

have not challenged Miami Seaquarium’s AWA compliance as to either the surface area or 

volume requirements, his double-checking of APHIS calculations shows his due care.   Fifth, he 

applied his experience built working in zoos and aquariums for 20 years and his wildlife science 

degree to make judgments regarding rule interpretation, such as the judgment that the island did 

not interrupt the MHD calculation because Toki can swim around it. Stafford Report, p. 5.  

With regard to companionship issue, Dr. Stafford also used a reliable methodology.  He 

utilized his practical experience working at SeaWorld of Ohio, an entity which from time to time 

commingled PWSDs and orcas in the same pool, with successful results for many years.   See 

Report at 6 (noting his experience “at a different facility caring for 2 orcas and 3 white-sided 

dolphins housed together” – he clarified at his deposition that this was SeaWorld of Ohio).   Dr. 

Stafford applied his wildlife science degree to make the taxonomy judgment that PWSDs and 

orcas are biologically-related as they are both types of dolphins (delphinidae) and share common 

characteristics including eating fish (Southern Resident orcas), similar coloration, use of 

echolocation, and others.  See Report at 5-6.    He also relied also on his memory of a 2002 visit to 

Miami Seaquarium, during which Toki was housed with a male PWSD, who appeared to get 

along well with Toki.  Id. at 6.   He considered and agreed with APHIS’s conclusion that Toki’s 

housing with PWSDs complied with the APHIS companionship rule because the species are 

biologically-related and compatible.  Id.   

With regard to shade, Dr. Stafford once again relied on his knowledge as a wildlife 

scientist that orcas in the ocean have no shade structures and so submerge themselves to avoid 

sunburn, while still coming up a considerable amount of time to the surface to breathe.   Report at 

7.  Having reviewed the depth of Toki’s pool as shown in the pool diagram, he found she could 

submerge to protect herself.  Id. (“water serves as an effective filter for most forms of sunlight.”)  

Notably, he did not cite the stadium or roof structure as a source of additional protection from 

sunlight, which was appropriate as, when he signed his report, his last visit to Toki’s pool was in 

2002.  Id. 
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In sum, Dr. Stafford’s methodology is sufficient to achieve admissibility.  Plaintiffs are 

free to challenge whatever shortcomings they perceive in arguing the weight of his testimony.  

G. Plaintiffs’ Remaining Challenges Go to Weight, Not Admissibility.  

Plaintiffs argue Dr. Stafford should have made a site visit rather than working from pool-

diagrams and APHIS reports and memories from an older site visit.  Furthermore, Plaintiffs 

attempt to exclude Dr. Stafford’s testimony based on the fact that Dr. Stafford’s most recent 

employer, WWZ, received a series of negative inspection reports from APHIS inspectors 

regarding several terrestrial species not overseen by Dr. Stafford personally.  See Motion to 

Exclude, Exs. C through K.7  These arguments, however, do not discredit the reliability of Dr. 

Stafford’s methods or his qualifications, but go to the weight of the evidence and not its 

admissibility.   

Experts may rely upon the research, studies, reports, and expertise of others, so long as 

they are of the sort of information relied upon by experts in the field. Fed. R. Evid. 703.  When 

deciding whether an expert’s methods are reliable, courts look to nonexclusive factors that include 

whether the technique has been subjected to peer review and publication, whether the technique is 

generally accepted by the scientific community, whether the methodology can be tested, and 

whether the method has a known rate of error. Rink, 400 F.3d at 1291.  It is the function of the 

court to act as a gatekeeper to evaluate the admissibility of expert testimony, not its weight or 

                                            
7   Plaintiffs also complain of “ex parte” visits by Defendant’s expert.  However, there is no legal 
requirement that an opposing party’s experts in a contested legal proceeding be provided “equal 
access” to the subject matter of the dispute.  Additionally, Plaintiffs’ assertion that this “ex parte” 
visit somehow gave Dr. Stafford an unfair advantage is disingenuous at best.  When Plaintiffs 
served their Request for Inspection of Toki’s pool and surroundings, they initially asked to take 
measurements of her pool.  Later, when Defendant agreed to stipulate to certain facts relating to 
pool size, Plaintiffs dropped this request.  Hence, they were not deprived of an opportunity to take 
such measurements; they agreed not to do so.  Moreover, it is worth noting that Plaintiffs’ expert, 
Dr. Visser, has conducted “ex parte” visits to the Miami Seaquarium on numerous occasions, 
including two visits in 2013 and two in 2015, some of which were unannounced to Park 
management even though Dr. Visser was undertaking these visits to gather “evidence” to use 
against the Defendant, and then made certain observations she used in her expert report in this 
case. Dr. Ingrid Visser Report, p 2 (attached to Defendant’s Motion to Exclude Visser Testimony, 
ECF Doc. 120, filed under seal).  If the Court believes it appropriate for Plaintiffs to have a 
chance to ask Dr. Stafford questions regarding the March 5, 2016 visit, Defendant will make Dr. 
Stafford available for a short follow-up deposition in his home city, Phoenix, which is close to 
Plaintiffs’ lead counsel’s office in Los Angeles, or by telephone. 
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persuasiveness. Fed. R. Evid. 702; U.S. v. Masferrer, 367 F. Supp. 2d 1365, 1371 (S.D. Fla. 

2005); McCorvey v. Baxter Healthcare Corp., 298 F.3d 1253, 1257 (11th Cir. 2001). 

Dr. Stafford was retained in mid-January, 2015 to serve as an expert on AWA compliance 

issues to the extent that Plaintiffs continue to pursue their claim that the APHIS inspectors 

somehow got it wrong when they repeatedly found Defendant to be in compliance with AWA 

regulations.  However, due to personal scheduling issues, Dr. Stafford was unable to visit Miami 

Seaquarium before signing his expert Report.   As of the dates he signed his Report (February 7, 

2016) and his deposition (February 14, 2016), his last visit to Toki and her pool was in 2002, so 

he worked from pool-size diagrams marked with the pool’s dimensions which have not changed 

for decades.  When his scheduled cleared, he visited the site on March 5, 2016.  His updated 

findings comprise one paragraph of his summary judgment declaration.  See Stafford Dec. ¶ 9 

(within ECF Doc. 130, file under seal).  When Dr. Stafford later visited the pool on March 5, 

2016, he took a few measurements (the presence of the animals in the pool made it infeasible to 

take a full set of measurements), and they matched the measurements in the pool size diagrams he 

had previously utilized to draft his expert disclosure.  See id.  The site visit changed nothing with 

regard to companionship.  The March 5, 2016 site visit only reconfirmed what he had seen in 

2002.  Id.. Similarly, during the March 5, 2015 site visit, Dr. Stafford also viewed the shading 

arrangements at the Whale and Dolphin Stadium where Toki is housed.  He did not add any 

supplemental facts to support his prior opinion.  Id. Given the lack of change since Dr. Stafford’s 

last visit in 2002 to Toki’s pool, the availability of the comprehensive APHIS reports, and the 

practical fact that pool diagrams have measurements on them and can be examined anywhere, it 

was not necessary to conduct an in-person site shortly before issuing a report.  One of the pool 

diagrams he considered in his Report (referred to as “REV0021497 in the Report) has since been 

stipulated to by the parties as accurate and is attached to their Joint Pretrial Stipulation (ECF Doc 

147).8 

                                            
8  Because experts may rely on information transmitted by others, courts have therefore denied 
efforts to disqualify experts for not conducing site visits.  Hankins v. Ford Motor Co., 2011 WL 
6046304, No. 3:08-cv-639 (S.D.Miss. Dec. 5, 2011) (“Ford’s Daubert challenge will be rejected. 
Feaheny was not required to inspect the accident site or Hankins’ vehicle, nor was he required to 
test his feasible design alternatives. His conclusion is not drawn out of thin air, but instead based 
upon the accident reconstruction reports and other case-specific information, combined with years 
of experience in this field and knowledge of the research on this subject matter at the defendant’s 
own company.”);  SW Plaza, II v. TSA Stores, Inc., 2008 WL 703871, *5 (C.D.Ill. 2008) 
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Dr. Stafford relied on multiple sources of information including reviewing documents, 

taking measurements, and conducting inspections.  He also checked the accuracy of the 

information by “testing” his methods, making his process reliable. See Daubert, 509 U.S. at 593-

94.  Plaintiffs’ focus on the things that Dr. Stafford did not do only goes to the weight of the 

evidence. Masferrer, 367 F.Supp.2d at 1371.  Similarly, Plaintiffs’ effort to point out Dr. 

Stafford’s former employer’s alleged failure to comply with certain AWA regulations in the past 

is an attempt to strike at Dr. Stafford’s credibility.  Substantively, the have nothing to do with the 

merits of Dr. Stafford’s opinions in this case.  If Plaintiffs wish to use these APHIS reports to 

challenge Dr. Stafford’s credibility in this case, they may, if permitted by this Court, cover such 

matters on cross examination. See e.g. Quiet Tech. DC-8, Inc. v. Hurel-Dubois UK Ltd., 326 F.3d 

1333, 1345 (11th Cir. 2003) (exposing alleged flaws in expert analysis that impugn the accuracy 

of results, not the general scientific validity of  methods is precisely the role of cross-

examination). 

H.   Conclusion 

Dr. Stafford’s testimony regarding Miami Seaquarium’s compliance with the AWA rules 

will be helpful to the trier-of-fact if Plaintiffs continue to raise issues that concern the AWA 

rules.  Accordingly, this Court should deny Plaintiffs’ Motion to Exclude Dr. Stafford’s 

testimony.  

 Dated: March 28, 2016   Respectfully submitted, 

 

      /s/ Mark A. Salky   
Mark A. Salky, Esq. 
Florida Bar No. 058221 
salkym@gtlaw.com 
Evelyn A. Cobos, Esq. 
Florida Bar No. 92310 
cobose@gtlaw.com 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, P.A. 
333 S.E. 2nd Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33131 
Telephone: (305) 579-0500 

 

                                                                                                                                              
(“Wolford’s failure to view the TSA store before repair work began is certainly grounds for cross-
examination, but since Wolford received information regarding the extent of the damage from 
other sources, the Court does not find this failure sufficient to exclude his opinion”). 
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Jennifer B. Moore, Esq. (Pro hac vice) 
moorej@gtlaw.com 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
Terminus 200 
3333 Piedmont Road NE 
Suite 2500 
Atlanta, GA 30305 
Telephone: (678) 553-2100 

 
James H. Lister, Esq. (Pro hac vice) 
jlister@dc.bhb.com  
Melinda L. Meade Meyers, Esq. (Pro hac vice) 
mmeademeyers@dc.bhb.com 
Birch, Horton, Bittner & Cherot, P.C. 
Suite 1020 
1156 15th Street, NW 
Washington, D.C.  20005 
Telephone: (202) 659-5800 
 
William A. Earnhart, Esq. (Pro hac vice) 
wearnhart@bhb.com 
Birch, Horton, Bittner & Cherot, P.C. 
1127 West 7th Avenue 
Anchorage, AK  99501 
Telephone: (907) 276-1550 
 
Attorneys for Defendant Festival Fun Parks, LLC 
d/b/a Palace Entertainment d/b/a Miami Seaquarium 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that, on March 28, 2016, I electronically filed the foregoing 

document with the Clerk of Court using CM/ECF, which will automatically transmit a copy of the 

filing to counsel for Plaintiffs as follows:  Paul J. Schwiep, Esq., Coffey Burlington, P.L., 

pschwiep@coffeyburlington.com; Scott Hiaasen, Esq., Coffey Burlington, P.L., 

shiaasen@coffeyburlington.com; Jared Goodman, Esq., PETA Foundation, JaredG@petaf.org; 

Matthew Strugar, Esq., PETA Foundation, Matthew-S@petaf.org; Caitlin Hawks, Esq., PETA 

Foundation, CaitlinH@petaf.org; and Stephanie Wilson, Esq., ALDF, swilson@aldf.org, Counsel 

for Plaintiffs. 

  

/s/ Mark A. Salky     
 MARK A. SALKY 
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SOUTHERN DISTIUCT OF FLOIUDA 

MIAMI DIVISION 

Case No. 15-CIV-22692-Ungaro/Otazo-Reyes 

PEOPLE FOR THE ETHICAL TREATMENT OF 
ANIMALS, INC., ANIMAL LEGAL DEFENSE FUND, 
HOWARD GARRETT, and ORCA NETWORK, 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

MIAMI SEAQUARIUM and FESTIVAL FUN 
PARKS, LLC, d/b/a PALACE ENTERTAINMENT, 

Defendants. 

DEFENDANT MIAMI SEAQUAIUUM'S OPPOSITIONTOPLAINTIFFS' MOTION 
TO EXCLUDE OPINION TESTIMONY OF DR. GREY STAFFORD 

EXHIBIT 1 
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Mari e Mammal Science 

Letters 

MARINE MAMMAL SCIENCE, **(*): ***-*** (*** 2016) 
© 2016 Society for Marine Mammalogy 
DOI: 10.1111/mms.12278 

SCIENTIFIC CORRESPONDENCE 

Killer whale (Orcimts orca) survivorship in captivity: A critique of Jett and 
Ventre (2015) 

In the article "Captive killer whale (Orcimts orca) survival" Qett and Ventre 2015), 
the authors attempt to provide a comprehensive analysis of historical survival rates of 
killer whales in marine mammal facilities, using factors such as sex, place of birth 
(wild vs. facility), and facility location (U.S. vs. non-U.S.). They frame this endeavor 
in terms of concern about the welfare of killer whales in marine parks, and attempt to 
make comparisons and draw conclusions about the welfare of such animals vs. those 
in wild populations. 

The welfare of any animal in a zoological setting is an important concern, and the 
issue of killer whales in particular has recently received a lot of media attention and, 
as a consequence, proposed specific legislation. 1 We support and applaud the idea of 
bringing scientific data to bear on issues affecting the study, conservation, and public 
display of this and other species. However, and especially because such data will 
undoubtedly impact real-world decisions affecting this species, it is more imperative 
than ever that this work be rigorously carried out and presented in an equitable man
ner. The Jett and Ventre (2015) paper falls short of these standards in a number of 
ways, as follows: 

(1) Inclusion of data in their analysis that confound comparisons. To begin, Jett 
and Ventre (2015) used all animals in the data set (except the "recent Russian collec
tions") derived from a database collated by the nonprofit group "The Orea Project" 
(TOP\ This data set includes stranded animals (n = 5) without information concern
ing the nature of the stranding nor the health of the animal immediately poststrand
ing. While we are not against including healthy stranded animals that were 
ultimately deemed nonreleasable by a regulatoty agency, without further data con
cerning the history of each animal, inclusion of the data seems, in our opinion, to be 
inappropriate if the purpose of the analysis is to make inferences regarding the welfare 
or life expectancy of animals living in captivity. The worst example of this is that 
their analysis includes an animal that stranded in Mexico as a neonate. This animal 

12014 California Legislature Bill AB 2140; 2015 Washington State Senate Bill SB 5666. 
2https://rheorcaproject. word press.com /killer-whale-orca-darabase. 

1 
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was medically treated at a dolphin facility; however, the animal presented with an 
infection that never resolved3 and died within a few weeks of its arrival. 

The data set also included neonatal animals that either died prior to day 30 (n = 
12), or that died between 30 and 99 d of age (n = 6). In their discussion, Jett and 
Ventre (2015) then compared their results with other published literature as follows: 
"Small and DeMaster's (1995) ASR values among noncalf captive killer whales 
housed in various U.S . institutions through 1992 .... " However, a valid comparison 
with a group of noncalf killer whales (which Small and DeMaster 1995, defined as 
animals> 1 yr of age) necessarily requires the use of noncalves in both groups . Inclu
sion of calves in one group but not in the other, results in a comparison that is ques
tionable and difficult to interpret the meaning of any differences. 

(2) Inappropriate comparisons between captive and wild animal survival. The 
direct comparison Jett and Ventre (2015) make between their data and the survival 
data from wild populations is inappropriate due to the fact that the majority of wild 
calves are not observed until ""6 mo. Given the estimated high rate ("37% - 50%") of 
neonatal mortality that is believed to occur in wild populations, a large number of 
deaths that naturally occur during this time frame necessarily remain undetected 
(Olesiuk et al. 1990, 2005; Matkin et al. 2013). Thus, for a valid comparison with 
wild populations, the analysis of the data set presented by Jett and Ventre (2015) 
should have also only included animals that had reached 6 mo of age and older. In 
this regard, Jett and Ventre's inclusion of animals <6 mo of age, which was not done 
in the previously published studies of wild killer whale populations they used for 
comparison, leads to false conclusions. For instance, even if we take a much more con
servative approach that only includes captive born animals that have lived beyond 30 
d of age (while still recognizing that a bias against captive born animal survival rates 
will result), a Kaplan-Meier analysis (Stata Statistical Software: Release 13; StataCorp, 
College Station, TX) reveals the median life expectancy (MLE) changes from the 14.1 
yr value reported by Jett and Ventre (2015) for captive born killer whales to 21 yr. A 
MLE of 21 yr is not significantly different than the MLE of 20.1 yr found for the 
southern resident killer whale populations of the Pacific Northwest (Robeck et al. 
2015). 

Inappropriate comparisons between wild and captive animals are made again in 
the Discussion (p. 12, 1st paragraph) when the authors state " ... survival to age mile
stones is remarkably poorer for captive killer whales than for wild whales. For exam
ple, among wild female killer whales, 62%- 81 % are reported to reach the 
approximate age of 15 yr, and 41%-75 % reach the approximate age of 40 yr (Olesiuk 
et al. 1990, 2005). Among the deceased captive killer whales we evaluated, 22 (27%) 
females lived to 15 yr (or longer) while three (4%) lived longer than 28 yr, once age 
upon arrival estimates were added. Similarly, among captive females still alive, 13 
(46%) and two (7%) had reached the age of 15 yr (or longer) and 40 yr (or longer), 
respectively, once age upon arrival estimates were added." 

First, as with the comparisons of life expectancy, including young calves in the 
captive group when they are excluded from the wild group alters the proportions con
siderably, making any comparison biased and misleading. Second, calculating the 
percentages separately for deceased and living animals results in two different types 
of data, each of which leads to inappropriate comparisons for different reasons. In the 

3Pcrsonal communication from James McBain, DVM; Sea World Inc., 500 Sea World Drive, San Diego, 

CA 92109,June 2015. 
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case of deceased animals, percentages are necessarily skewed toward younger animals 
from earlier time periods with poorer survival rates (Jett and Ventre 2015), precisely 
because longer-lived animals and those from the more recent time periods are still 
alive. In the case of live animals, Jett and Ventre (2015) have confused estimated 
probabilities of reaching a certain age (for the wild population; Olesiuk et al. 1990, 
2005) with the population structure at a given time point (for the captive popula
tion). These are very different things. For example, whenever new calves are born, this 
necessarily changes the current population structure (e.g., fewer percent of that popu
lation will now be in the upper age bracket), but does not affect the probability of 
reaching a given age milestone at all. 

To compare population percentages that reach age milestones as Jett and Ventre 
(2015) have attempted to do, groups need to comprise animals that had the potential 
to live to whatever age milestone has been selected, prior to determining the percent
age of those animals that survived vs. those who died before reaching that milestone. 
This information can be read directly from Kaplen-Meier curves, an analysis which is 
specifically designed to estimate the probability of surviving to a given age. To that 
end, comparisons of the captive killer whale predicted survival from 6 mo of age as 
determined by Kaplan-Meier analysis of the TOP data during various time and sex 
groupings to data from wild killer whale populations (Olesiuk et al. 2005, Robeck 
et (ti. 2015) are illustrated in Table 1. It should be noted that for statistical compar
ison it is necessary to meet the assumption that all individuals have the same survival 
probability. As shown by Jett and Ventre (2015), survival probabilities for captive 
animals have been increasing over time, specifically after 1 January 1985 and continu
ally in 5 yr increments until 2004. Using 1 January 1985 as a cutoff, the data indi
cate that for females from all facilities in the TOP data set (1 January 1985 to 1 
January 2014), the percent predicted survival to 15 yr is 61% (95% CI: 46%- 73%), 
and the percent survival to 40 yr is 17% (95% CI: 7%-30%). All of the confidence 
intervals within each time and sex grouping for the captive populations listed in 
Table 1 overlap with Cis (indicative of probable nonsignificant differences) from at 
least one of the wild populations. 

(3) Inappropriate comparisons of age-specific population survivorship using visual 
estimation of Kaplan-Meier curves. A troubling section of the Jett and Ventre (2015) 
paper from a statistical standpoint concerns their visual appraisal of Kaplan-Meier 
curves for the purpose of comparisons between age groups or specific time points 
within and between curves. Kaplan-Meier analysis can be used to compare survival 
estimates across groups, but should not be used to detect differences between time 
points within the curve (Popcock et al. 2002, Jager et al. 2008, Cleves et al. 2010). 
Without further statistical information or analysis (e.g., confidence intervals for each 
curve to help determine the significance of such interpretations [Popcock et al. 
2002], or age specific survival tests [see Small and DeMaster 1995]), any discussion 
about the meaning of the slope of the curves using visual estimates is unwarranted. 

For an example of how such visual estimation without the necessary supporting 
information can lead to inaccurate conclusions, we duplicated the "U.S. and Foreign" 
Kaplan-Meier survival curves found in figure 3c Qett and Ventre 2015), but included 
the 95% confidence intervals (Cls) for each curve (Fig. 1). In their Discussion, begin
ning on the bottom of p. 12, Jett and Ventre (2015) state "Interestingly, the KM sur
vival curves demonstrate a decline in survival at approximately 10.0 yr and then 
again at 14.0 yr in captivity among whales in U .S. facili ties, while survival improves 
slightly at these time points for whales in foreign facilities." In contrast to their dis
cussion point, the Cis for these curves indicate that potentially significant improve-
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y,,bfe 1. Kaplan-Meier predicted survival to age milestones for captive (TOP Jara: animals >6 mo of age) and the northern (NR) and southern resi
dent (SR) killer whale populations. CI= confidence interval. 

Predicted survival t0 age (mean, 95% CI) 

Population 15 yr 20 yr 30 yr 

Toral population 
All TOP 1965--2014 37%, 29%--45% 26%, 20%--34% I 0%, 6o/<r-!6% 
All TOP 1985--2014 62%, 51%--72% 52%, 41 %-62% 21%, 12%--31% 
All TOP USA 2004-2014 86%, 62%- 95% 80% 56o/<r-92% 66%, 38o/<r-84% 
Nll l 975--2014b 72%, 67%--77% 69%, 63%--74% 50%, 42%--58% 
SR 1975--2015b 62%, 54%-70% 57%, 48%--66% 39%, 28%-49% 

Females only 
TOP 1985--2014 61%,46%-73% 49%, 35o/o-63% 23%, 12o/<r-36% 
TOP USA 2004-2014 92%, 57%--99% 92%, 57%-99% 70%, 33o/<r-90% 
NR 1973--1996' 82%, 61 o/<r-93% 82%, 61o/<r-93% 79%, 50o/o-92% 
NR 1996--2004' 61 %, 33o/<r-76% 56%, 24o/<r-75% 44%, 13%-68% 
NR 1975--2014b 75%, 67%--81 % 72%, 63%--78% 59%, 49%--68% 
SR 1975- 2015b 67%, 53%-77% 63%, 49%--74% 57%, 43%--70% 

'TOP, The Orea Project: http://www.rheorcaprojecr.com. 
bCalculated using Kaplan-Meier analysis from known age animals born after l January 1973, Robeck el rt!. (2015). 
'Data calculated using life tables and age specific ASR data as provided in tables 7--12 in O lcsiuk el al. (2005). 

40 yr 

7%, 3%-12% 
16%, 8o/<r-26% 
66%, 38%--84% 
26%, 16%--38% 
26%' 16o/<r-38% 

17%, 7%--30% 
70%, 33o/o-90% 
76%, 41 o/o-93% 
41 %, 8o/<r-68% 
44%, 29%--58% 
40%, 23%--56% 
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ments in survival were observed in U.S. facilities from approximately 7 to 12 yr and 
again at 14 yr (Fig. 1). All other pei;iods had overlapping Cls and represent non
significant differences between U.S. and foreign facilities. 

Further misinterpretation of results by inappropriate visual estimation of the 
Kaplan-Meier curves is illustrated in the Discussion on p. 13, 2nd paragraph: " ... no
table deterioration of survival between 2.0 yr and 6.0 yr, and again between ages 
11.0 yr and 12.0 yr. Given this insight, for example, managers may be advised to 

avoid the potentially stressful separation of captive-born calves and mothers between 
2.0 and 6.0 yr of age as can happen in the transfer of whales between parks." Since no 
statistical evidence was presented except the visual appraisal of a Kaplan-Meier curve, 
and no age-specific survival analysis was performed to substantiate this claim, we ana
lyzed age specific ASR for the 2-6 yr and 11 and 12 yr age groups, and when com
pared to the overall ASR, no significant differences were detected (Table 2). In 
addition, it is worth noting that, contrary to Jett and Ventre's (2015) implication, 
none of the nine animals that died during the 2-6 yr age bracket from TOP data set 
had been moved or separated from their cow. 

(4) Conflictive reporting of ASR. When discussing their ASR results starting at 
the bottom of p. 11 (Jett and Ventre 2015), the authors state: " ... ASR among 
U.S. institutions had improved somewhat between 1994 and 31 December 2013 
(0.937 vs. 0.961, respectively), though still lower than ASR reported for wild, 
noncalf killer whales (0.976) (Olesiuk et al. 1990)." However, table 3 of their arti
cle reports that the ASR for U.S. institutions in both 2004-2008 (0.974, 0.943-
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Fig11re 1. Kaplan-Meier survival curves with their respective 95% confidence intervals (CI) 
of che proportion of all captive killer whales (stranded, captured or born, data downloaded 
from http://www.theorcaproject.com) alive over time (years) since 1 January 1965 until 1 Jan
uary 2014 within the U.S. (solid line) or foreign facilities (dashed line). Significant differences 
<x2 = 8.56, P = 0.003) were detected between the overall survivorship rates of the two popula
tions. Note the separation between the CI intervals of the two populations from ~7 to 14 yr, 
indicating a possible significant increase in survival rates for. U.S. vs. foreign facilities during 
those time periods. 
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Table 2. Comparisons of age specific annual survival rate (ASRa) to ASR for all captive
born killer whales, including animals that died as neonates, as described in The Orea Project 
(TOP, http://www.theorcaprojecr.com) from 1 January 1985 until 1 January 2014. CI= confi
dence interval; SEM = standard error of the mean. 

Group Animal years ASR±SEM ASR 95% CI 

All TOP captive born 526 0.946 ± 0.001 0.928-0.966 
killer whales 

TOP data for killer 178 0.951±0.016 0.920-0.983 0.258 0.7 9 
whales 2- 6 yr old 

TOP data for killer 42 0.953 ± 0.031 0.973-0.981 0.194 0.85 
whales 11-12 yr old 

aASR was derived from the daily survival rate (DSR) by raising the DSR to the 364.25th 
power (DeMaster and Drevenak 1988). 

bz tests were conducted between the ASR for each age class vs. the ASR from all captive
born killer whales. 

0.9999) and 2009- 2013 (0.974, 0.947- 0.9999) was 0.974, not the 0.961 as 
listed in the Discussion. An examination of the 95% CI provided in table 3 of 
their article (see table 3 for U.S. institutions, Jett and Ventre 2015), as well as 
data from a recent publication which directly compares survivorship between wild 
and a captive population of killer whales (Robeck et al. 2015) reveals that an 
ASR of 0.974 with CI from 0.947 to 0.999 is well within the range of ASR for 
wild populations. 

(5) Unsupported statements concerning reproductive management programs. The 
authors state, "Further fostering this growth, captive females are routinely impreg
nated by artificial means (Robeck et al. 2004). Although in our study, female and 
male survival failed to differ statistically, future research should more closely examine 
the potenrial survival implications of artificially impregnating young captive 
females" (seep. 12, Jett and Ventre 2015). While we welcome a scientific discussion 
about the use of artificial insemination, or one that examines how maternal age or 
experience may affect survivability of the offspring, the speculations, which were pre
sented as statements of fact within the article, were made without any supporting evi
dence. In actuality, only five of the -62 live births worldwide were conceived via 
artificial insemination. In addition, the mean age of females at birth using these tech
niques was 21 yr (range 10-36 yr). These birth ages are all within the normal period 
of fertility observed in wild populations (Christenson 1984, Ward et al. 2009, 
Robeck et al. 2015). Thus, Jett and Ventre (2015) do not provide any evidence in 
support of their implications that "young captive females" are "routinely" being arti
ficially impregnated to enhance the captive recruitment rate or that such a practice 
may produce calves with a higher risk for mortality. 

In summary, the article by Jett and Ventre (2015) contains errors in how the data 
are managed, analyzed, and interpreted, and as a result some of the conclusions are, in 
our judgment, misleading. As stated at the beginning of this letter, and as members 
of the zoological community, we support and welcome scientific analyses that provide 
insights concerning the welfare of all animals, and especially when such insights can 
be used to improve how the animals are cared for. However, as the examples summa
rized above in this letter show, the conclusions drawn from the analysis described in 
the article by Jett and Ventre (2015) have serious flaws and they must be viewed with 
caution. 
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